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ABSTRACT 
This paper reports a survey carried out for BT (British Telecom) Hong Kong Limited. 
The purpose ofthe survey is to determine what are the important criteria to 
multinational companies when they make purchase decision on global managed data 
communication services. 
By understanding the purchase criteria of multinational companies. BT can formulate 
their marketing strategies and organise their resources more effectively to tackle the 
market and improve their services. 
Decisions makers from thirty multinational companies were interviewed to complete a 
questionnaire. Data from the questionnaire was analysed through Factor Analysis by 
PC statistical software. Perceptual Map is drawn to visualise the market positions of 
different telecom companies. 
Recommendations and limitations are given to BT management for consideration 
when they make the marketing plan. 
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In the past decade, information technologies and telecommunication has been the 
fastest growing industries. The business world has been changed since this 
information revolution began. 
Development on information technologies drives computing cost down to a very 
affordable level. It revolutionises the way people run business. Companies can now 
put as much business information as possible onto computers. They can conduct 
business in a sophisticated way, as information becomes their tools rather than 
limitations. For example, marketing people can keep all their customer details on their 
fmger tips so that they can do personal marketing; engineering and production can 
change their design and production rapidly so that the product can satisfy the fasting 
changing market needs. 
Telecommunication enables information to flow. Companies can break the geographic 
barrier so that they can collect and use information anywhere they want. By 
combining the power of information technologies and telecommunication, companies 
can now buy their materials, produce their product, and deliver their services 
anywhere in the world. We can now draw cash fi:om any teller machine anywhere in 
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the world; pay our bills through the phone; make a hotel and ticket reservation 
through Internet. They are all being made possible by information technologies and 
telecommunication. 
In parallel with the information revolution, the world has been opening up for 
international business. WTO has called for open market and protectionism has come 
down. Business opportunities arise for companies to develop new markets, develop 
new production base and new resources of production supplies in different countries. 
The trend ofbusiness globalisation and advancement in information technologies and 
telecommunication help each other to become prevalent the business world. 
Successful companies become national, regional and global companies. Critical 
business information on marketing, finance, accounting or operation must be 
exchanged and shared in a real time, reliable and economical manner. 
A decade ago, ifamultinational company wants to link up their offices worldwide to 
exchange and share information. They must go to the telecom companies, usually 
state-run companies, in every country to apply for an international private leased 
circuit. They also need to purchase and operate their own telecom equipment. A large 
amount ofadministration effort is needed to deal with different telecom companies, 
equipment vendors in a day to day basis and the cost is very high. 
As more countries are opening their telecom markets. Opportunity arises for global 
telecom companies to provide a one-stop-shop to their customers. Multinational 
companies can go to one global telecom operator and order telecommunication 
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services for all their offices around the world. Unlike the old days, multinational 
companies are ordering managed services from telecom company rather than basic 
connectivity. The global telecom operator will provide them a single point ofcontact 
for information on: sales, network management, network design consultancy, project 
implementation, and fault restoration. 
Global telecom company can provide global network services by building a global 
network on their own, or by linking up networks in different countries through 
correspondence agreement. There are a handful of global telecom operators. Most of 
them have grown from monopolised domestic telecom organisations to privatised 
global telecom corporations. They are AT&T, Hongkong TeleocmAZ^able&Wireless, 
GlobalOne, Equant, TMI and BT. 
Problems 
BT, British Telecom is one of the global telecom companies providing global 
telecommunication services to multinational companies worldwide. Being one ofthe 
earliest players in the market, BT has already got a substantial market share 
worldwide. However, more and more competitors are entering the market. Customers 
demand improvement on various aspects of the services. BT is under increasing 
pressure from competitors. BT has to review its position in the market and find a 
focus for putting in resources effectively in order to grow its business further. 
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BT is operated by geographical regions: North America, South America, UK, Europe, 
Asia Pacific, Japan and Africa/Middle East. Asia Pacific includes many countries 
starting from Korea down to Australia and India. It is a region where some ofthe 
countries are highly regulated on telecom services and some of the countries are poor 
on telecom infrastructure. Most multinational companies operate in Asia Pacific have 
headquarters or regional headquarters in the region. Large portions ofthese 
companies' network connections are within the region. These companies are looking 
for telecom services that can provide economical and reliable connections to the cities 
they want, and take away their burden on dealing with the diverse service levels, 
languages and working culture in the region. The challenges for the telecom services 
providers are then: how to expand the existing services coverage, how to introduce 
new services and how to make their service more economical, robust and reliable. It is 
believed that the requirements and priority of the multinational companies in Asia 
Pacific may be somewhat different from the other part ofthe world. 
Asia Pacific is a strategic region for global telecom companies. It has a highest 
potential for growth. K is the region where global telecom companies can differentiate 
themselves from each other. Unlike the well developed and open markets in the west, 
Asia Pacific countries are tight on regulations and have relatively poor infrastructure. 
Global telecom companies can create solid competitive advantages over others ifthey 
can focus their resources on the market needs. 
Asia Pacific is a highly competitive environment, BT needs to develop appropriate 
competitive strategy to excel in Asia Pacific and in the world. To develop a accurate 
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strategy, BT needs to know what are the service attributes that bring major benefits to 
customers. 
Objectives 
Hong Kong, as a popular city for companies' headquarters in Asia Pacific, is an ideal 
place for BT to conduct a marketing research. In particular, BT would like to know 
the relative competitive positions of the global telecom companies in the Hong Kong 
Market. From this research, BT can decide its competitive strategy based on service 
attributes and major benefits identified by customer. 
By knowing the priority of customers' perceived benefits and BT's position in the 
market, BT can formulate its strategies specific to Asia Pacific and concentrate its 
resources and efforts to improve the service attributes which can bring BT to a 
desirable market position. 
To achieve the objective, a sample survey on current users of global telecom services 
were conducted. Data obtained from the survey was analysed and used to create 





Brunswick's Lens Model 
People make purchase decision based on perception. No matter how superior is the 
product or the service you are selling. It is only as good as the benefit people perceive 
it can bring them. Product features are objective. For example, 24-hour network 
management is a feature that is clearly defined. But this feature will translate into 
benefit only ifthe customer subjectively perceives the telecom company provides first 
class quality services that give customer peace ofmind. 
A model ofcustomer behaviour, Brunswick's Lens Model suggests that customers 
form their preference for products based on subjective perception. They use these 
perceptions as a "lens" to filter the complex set of cues they receive about the product 
based on its features and based on communications (advertising, sales force, word of 
month, PR, channels of distribution, etc.) they receive about the product. Thus, to 
affect preference one must select the benefit proposition based on the perceptions and 
fulfil it with features and communications. Figure 2.1 shows the basic idea ofthe 
“Lens” Model. 
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Figure 2.1 
Ofcourse, customer may not buy their most preferred product. It might be too 
expensive or unavailable. Thus, the Lens Model recognises explicitly that preference 
is moderated by price/value considerations and constraints such as awareness and 
availability. To achieve the goal of sales (i.e. the customer's choice of our product), 
the product, its service, its distribution, and its communication must be consistent and 
deliver the core benefit proposition. 
Perceptual Maps 
Perceptual maps visually summarise the dimensions that customers use to perceive 
andjudge products and identify how competitive products are placed on those 
dimensions. One must know the number of dimensions, the names ofthose 
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dimensions, what more detailed customer needs make up the dimensions, where 
competition is positioned, and where there are gaps for a new product to fill. By 
focusing on key benefits and focusing on comparison to competition, perceptual maps 
can help companies to create differential advantage. 
Perceptual maps represent the positions of different brands on a set ofprimary 
customer needs. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a perceptual map on different kind of 
transportation. The dimensions measured on the map is perceived Speedy'Convenience 
and Comfort 







• Ease of travel 
Walk 
Figure 2.2 
Assume we summarise two primary needs for city travellers: Speed/Convenience and 
Ease of travel. 
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Speed/Convenience reflects the ability of a mode of travel to provide on-time service 
that gets consumers quickly to their destinations with no long wait, is available when 
needed, and allows consumers to come and go as they wish. 
Ease ofTravel includes correct temperature, no problem in bad weather, little effort 
needed, not tiring, and easy to carry package or travel with children. 
Ifyou were a public transit manger or community planner trying to encourage 
utilisation ofpublic transportation, the map in figure 2.1 suggests that you should 
improve the consumes perception on Speed & Convenience in for bus services in 
order to compete with car. 
As one may wonder, what dimensions and how many dimensions should be used in 
the perceptual map as there might be a hundred of different customer needs associated 
with a particular service or product. There are many ways to derive the perceptual 
map dimensions. They can be qualitative method like one-on-one interview, Focus 
Groups & Affinity diagrams, or quantitative methods like Factor Analysis and 
multidimensional scaling. 
In this project, quantitative methods are preferred as it can produce more specific 
measures of the positions of various competitors. Factor Analysis is chosen to 
determine the dimensions as multidimensional scaling method does not provide the 
names of the dimensions and requires more than 8 brands. 
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Factor Analysis attempts to find a reduced set of strategic dimensions that represents 
the information contained in a larger set of customer needs. 
Although customers may evaluate products on many needs, it is expected that these 
evaluations can be summarised strategically by a smaller number of dimensions. Even 
for complex product such as automobiles, it is expected that customers remember the 
basic benefits of different brands and summarise those brands (in memory) by those 
basic benefits. 
Perceptual Map Bv Factor Analysis 
To prepare a perceptual map using Factor Analysis, a list of product attributes will be 
ranked by sample customers on importance. Computer algorithm that is factor 
analysis searches for a set of common factors that can explain as much as possible of 
the variation in the customers' rating of the attribute scales. For a given number of 
factor (i.e. dimension on the perceptual map), the computer algorithm outputs a set of 
correlation, called factor loadings, that represent the correlation between the attribute 
scale and the factors (dimensions) that the algorithm identified. For example Table 2.1 
shows the factor loadings for the customer needs for the example of city travellers. 
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TABLE 2.1 
EXAMPLE OF FACTOR LOADES[GS RESULT FROM 
COMPUTES[G FACTOR ANALYSIS 
ATTRIBUTES FACTOR LOADINGS 
Factor A (Dimension A) Factor B (Dimension B) 
1. on-time service 0,60 0.34 
2. quick to destination 0.74 0.21 
3. available when needed 0.68 0.31 
4. comfortable temperature 0.24 0,62 
5. no problem in bad weather 0.18 0.6 7 
6. not tiring 0.08 0,73 
Table 2.1 shows that attributes 1 to 3 is highly correlated with Factor A and therefore 
can be summarised by Factor A. Base on the attributes correlated to Factor A and 
Factor B. We can name Factor A and Factor B as Speed / Convenience and Ease of 
Travel respectively. 
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Determining the Number ofFactor Dimensions 
The factor analysis computer program identifies factors by examining the matrix of 
correlation among the detailed attributes. It extracts factors one-by-one in order of 
variance explained. Thus each successive factor explains less variance. Thejudgement 
that the analyst must make is how many factors are needed to explain enough variance 
that the basic information is still retained but in a simpler form. 
There are two classical rules for determining the number of factors: the "scree" rule 
and the "eigenvalue-greater-than-one" (EGO) rule. However, details of the two rules 
would not be discussed here to keep conciseness. 
Producing the Perceptual Map 
Once the number of factor dimensions are decided and are named using the factor 
loadings, perceptual map can be drawn. 
Correlation among the attribute scales is used to identify factor loadings. To identify 
the map positions we use the attribute scales themselves. Each customer rates each 
producVbrand on each attribute scale. We cannot observe directly the customer's 
rating of the products on the factor dimensions, but one can estimate from the data 
how they would have rated the products of the factor dimensions. These estimates are 
called factor scores. In a regression-like procedure the factor-analysis computer 
algorithm uses the attributes scales and the correlation's among the scale and the 
factors (i.e. the factor loadings) to compute a set of "regression" weights, called 
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factor-score coefficients. The factor scores are then estimated by multiplying the 
factor-score coefficient times the attribute weightings and summing over attributes. 





Since the objective ofthis project is to create a perceptual map based on benefits 
derived from consumer perceptions on service attributes, Sample Survey is the 
appropriate research design of choice to collect customers' psychological constructs, 
perceptions and attitudes. 
A sample survey was used to invite the purchase decision maker, usually the IT 
Manager, to: 
1. Rank perceived importance of service attributes when they consider purchase 
global telecom services, and 
2. Rank the perceived performance of different telecom companies on these service 
attributes. 
Factor Analysis would then be carried out on the survey result to reduce the ten 
service attributes into two Factor Dimensions. A Perceptual Map on the two factor 
dimensions will be drawn to reveal the positions of various telecom companies. 
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Samples & Sampling Procedure 
Targeted samples are the multinational companies in Hong Kong. A sampling frame 
of 100 contacts of the IT Managers from these Hong Kong multinational companies 
were randomly drawn from the BT Hong Kong marketing database. The database has 
been building up for four years. It includes existing BT customers and companies that 
have been contacted by BT in the past. The database is built up by telemarketers and 
cold-calling from business directories from time to time. 
100 questionnaires were sent to the sample frame by fax with follow up phone calls. 
In the time limitation of a two weeks period, 30 completed and useable questionnaires 
were received. It is not a possibility sampling. Nevertheless, analysis on the company 
profile and telecom usage pattem on the responded samples shows the samples are 
representative of the Hong Kong market. 
Ofthe 30 questionnaires received from the sampled companies, the following 
companies profile and their telecom usage pattem are showed in Table 3.1，Table 3.2 
and Table 3.3 respectively. 
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TABLE 3.1 
SIZE OF SAMPLED COMPANIES 
No.of employee in HK office No. of companies Percentage of total samples 
1 - 50 5 17% 
51 • 100 2 7 % 
101 -200 8 27% 
201 - 500 9 30% 
more than 500 6 20% 
Total: 30 100% 
TABLE 3.2 
ES[DUSTRY OF SAMPLED COMPANIES 
Industry Sector No.of companies Percentage ofTotal Sample 
High Technologies 7 23% 
Commercial & Industrial 9 30% 
Travel and Distribution 3 10% 
Finance 5 17% 
Professional Services 4 14% 
Others 2 7% 
Total: 30 100% 
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TABLE 3.3 
TELECOM SERVICES USAGE PATTERN 
Telecom Services No. of companies use Percentage 
the telecom service 
International Private Leased Circuits 20 22% 
/ Private Network 
Global Network Services or 24 27% 
Managed Data Services 
Public X.25 Packet Switched Services 7 8% 
Internet 18 20% 
IDD Modem Dialup 21 23% 
Total: 90 100% 
In a multinational company, it is also important to identify where the company 
purchase decisions are made. Some are centralised at the headquarters. Some are 
distributed to the local or regional offices. As this research is to measure the 
perception of the purchase decision makers, the decision power ofthe sampled 
company offices were surveyed. Table 3.4 shows the involvement of the Hong Kong 
office in decision-making process. All the sampled companies have approval and / or 
recommendation power on purchase decision. 
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TABLE 3.4 
INVOLVEMENT OF HONG KONG OFFICE E^ 
DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 
Involvement No. of companies Percentage 
Approval 8 26.7% 
Recommendation 8 26.7% 
Approval and Recommendation 14 46.7% 
No involvement 0 0% 
Other 0 0% 
Total: 30 100% 
Data Collection Procedure 
A General Information Form and a Questionnaire (refer to Appendix I) were sent to 
every sample company through fax. 
The General Information Form recorded the personal details of the respondent, the 
company profile, telecom usage and the decision criteria on the last and the next 
purchase. 
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The self-administrate questionnaire is divided into three sections to measure the 
sample companies': 
I) demographic profiles and user pattem, 
II) relative importance of service attributes and 
III) evaluation ofeach telecom companies based on perception of service attributes. 
Operationalization 
Based on a focus group interview of a group of current global telecom users. Ten 
service attributes were identified as important determinants of their decision to choose 
telecom services supplier. These attributes include: 
1. Reputation of telecom supplier 
2. Personal Experience & Peer Reference 
3. Service Geographical Coverage 
4. Service Features 
5. Network Performance 
6. Customer Support Quality 
7. Pro-active network Management 
8. Network Design Consultancy 
9. Price Competitiveness 
10. Billing Quality 
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The relative importance of each of the ten attributes are measured by a five-point, 
semantic differential scale anchored at “Not important at all" (1) to "Extremely 
Important" (5), for example: 
How important is the Service Geographical Coverage of the telecom supplier in 
your decision to choose Global Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL | | | | | | Extremely Important 
Six major global telecom companies including BT are considered in this research: 
1. AT&T 
2. Hongkong Telecom/Cable & Wireless， 




The performance of each telecom company on the ten service attributes are measured 
by a five-point, likert scale encoded at “Strongly Disagree" (1) to "Strongly Agree" 
(5). For example: 
HK Telecom has very high Customer Support Quality in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | | | | | | Strongly Agree 
For more detail, please refer to Appendix I. 
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Data Analysis 
From the General Information Section of the survey, decision makers' criteria of 
selecting telecom services suppliers based on price and performance on the last and 
the next purchase were measured. The result is showed in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5. 
TABLE 3.4 
DECISION CRITERIA ON THE LAST PURCHASE 
Decision Criteria No. of companies Percentage 
Price Only 2 7% 
More on Price , Less on Performance 3 11% 
More Performance, Less on Price 8 30% 
Performance Only 14 52% 
Not Responded (3) _ 
Total: 27 100% 
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TABLE 3.5 
DECISION CRITERIA ON THE NEXT PURCHASE 
Decision Criteria No. of companies Percentage 
Price Only 0 0% 
More on Price , Less on Performance 1 4% 
More Performance, Less on Price 9 33% 
Performance Only 17 63% 
Not Responded (3) -
Total: 27 100% 
Mean Analysis was performed on the results from Section I of the questionnaire 
measuring the relative importance of various service attributes. 
Factor Analysis was performed on the result from Section II to VII ofthe 
questionnaires using "varimax" rotation method. Two mean factor scores were 
obtained for each telecom company. The factor scores were then plotted on the 
Perceptual Map showing the market position of the telecom companies. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Mean Analysis 
Mean Analysis was done on the data from section I of the questionnaire about relative 
importance ofthe ten service attribute. Result of the analysis is showed by a ranking 
in descending order on the importance of the ten service attributes in TABLE 4.1. 
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TABLE 4.1 
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF GLOBAL TELECOM SERVICE ATTRIBUTES 
Service Attributes Mean Standard Deviation 
Reputation of telecom supplier 4.2 0.61 
Price Competitiveness 4.1 0.48 
Network Performance 4.0 0.64 
Customer Support Quality 3.7 0.80 
Service Geographical Coverage 3.5 1.17 
Personal Experience & Peer Reference 2.8 1.06 
Service Features 2.3 1.14 
Network Design Consultancy 2.2 1.33 
Pro-active network Management 2.0 1.11 
Billing Quality 1.6 0.17 
Table 4.1 shows Reputation, Price Competitive and Network Performance have the 
top mean score on the importance ranking. The small standard deviation ofthe three 
attributes also shows high scores are given consistently by the responded companies. 
Factor Analysis 
Results ofthe thirty questionnaires were input in to SAS software to have Factor 




FACTOR LOADESiGS TABLE 
Rotated Factor Loading 
Observed Variables FACT0R1 FACTOR2 
XI. Reputation oftelecom supplier 0.61316 0.40531 
X2. Personal Experience & Peer Reference 0.15965 0 .65302 
X3. Service Geographical Coverage 0.70267 0.33389 
X4. Service Features 0.58302 -0.18864 
X5. Network Performance 0.59382 0.33617 
X6. Customer Support Quality 0.75128 0.33138 
X7. Pro-active network Management -0.01108 0.76561 
X8. Network Design Consultancy 0.20713 0.48649 
X9. Price Competitiveness 0.71899 0.16114 
X10. BillingQuality 0.20126 -0.14957 
Factor loadings represent the correlation between observed variable and the 
underlying dimension. Based on the factor loading pattern. Dimensions can be named. 
The Factor Loadings Table suggests that we can summarise the attributes: 
XI. Reputation of telecom supplier 
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X3. Service Geographical Coverage, 
X4. Service Features ‘ 
X5. Network Performance 
X6. Customer Support Quality 
X9. Price competitiveness 
into one Factor Dimension on the Perceptual Map. We name this Factor Dimension as 
Service Value. All ofthe attributes above are related to the price and service quality. 
Service qualities are very important aspects of global telecommunication services. 
However, quality comes with cost. There must be a balance on price and the qualities 
desired. It may be desirable for a company to have the communication service 
available in certain country to have more comprehensive coverage. But the price for 
the service mustjustify the benefit it could bring to the company. 
Another Factor Dimension includes criteria: 
X3. Personal Experience & Pecr Reference, and 
X7. Pro-active network Management 
X8. Network Design Consultancy 
This Factor Dimension is named as People Interaction that describes attributes 
regarding people service or People Interaction. All the attributes on the Service 
Values dimension are something you can specify on a service brochure. For the 
attributes on the People Interaction, They are related to the perceived service quality 
though people, how people deliver services and how people give reference to a 
service. 
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Factor Scores for the six global telecom companies on the two Factor Dimensions are 
given in Table 4.3. 
TABLE 4.3 
FACTOR SCORES TABLE 
Factor Scores for Perceptual Map 
Factorl Factor 2 
Service Values People Interaction 
1. AT&T -0.1986413 0.0238734 
2. Hongkong Telecom/ 0.3513706 0.4089269 
Cable & Wireless， 
3. Global One -0.1989309 -0.0019065 
4. Equant -0.2362098 -0.3214525 
5. TMI -0.3478915 -0.5476103 
6. BT 0.6303030 0.4381689 
Perceptual Map 
From the result ofFactor Analysis, a perceptual map, Figure 4.1, is drawn on the two 
Dimension Factors: Service Values and People Interaction according to the factor 
scores ofthe six telecom companies. 
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Figure 4.1 Perceptual Map 
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The Ideal Vector shown in the Perceptual Map represents the ideal market direction. It 
is derived by the statistical result from Factor Analysis on how much variance can be 
explained by each Factor Dimension (Table 4.1 shows the result from Factor 
Analysis). The angles between the Ideal Vector and the X- & Y-axis are inversely 
proportional to the variance explained by the axis. Table 4.3 suggests the Ideal Vector 
lean toward the Y-axis, Service Values. 
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TABLE 4.3 
VARIANCE EXPLAES[ED BY FACTORS 
Variance explained by each factor 
FACT0R1 FACTOR2 
Service Values People Interaction 
2.752647 1.831781 
Ideal Vector indicates the relative market preference between the two Factor 
Dimensions. Ideal Vector in the Perceptual Map Figure 4.1 indicates that Service 
Values is more influential than People Interaction on purchase decision. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATION 
Discussion 
The ten criteria influencing the purchasing decision on global telecom service are 
reduced into two Factor Dimensions "Service Values" and "People Interaction". A 
Perceptual Map is drawn according to the Factor Scores Table by Factor Analysis on 
the two Factor Dimensions to reveal the relative market positions of six major telecom 
companies. 
From the Perceptual Map, BT and Hongkong Telecom are doing significantly better 
comparing to the other telecom companies. In fact, it is in line to the market share and 
the scale of operation in Hong Kong. 
BT and Hongkong Telecom have the similar scores on People Interaction. That means 
the reference from customer and from the industries critics are good for the two 
companies. The qualities of service people are also similar for the two companies. 
However, the major services provided by the two companies in Hong Kong are quite 
different. The good customer reference and people service qualities ofthe two 
companies may come from different kind of customers on different services. 
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BT mainly provides International Managed Data Communication Services and 
Financial Dealing Room Phone Systems in Asia Pacific. It's office in Hong Kong 
established ten years ago. Its major customers are corporate accounts. Sales are done 
through dedicated account managers. Marketing activities are more industry focused. 
Hongkong Telecom, as a monopolised company before, provides all kind oftelecom 
services you may name，ranging from telegraph in the good old days to the latest 
telecom miracle, Internet. Hongkong Telecom's market is much larger comparing to 
BT. They have marketing activities similar to consumer products industries and sales 
through different kind ofchannels. Because ofHongkong Telecom's long history, 
licence and presence in Hong Kong, they have the ability to address the new emerging 
services market in Hong Kong like mobile phones, Internet and Interactive TV. 
Customers' references or perceptions toward a company can be built from their 
experience on any service and be projected onto the rest ofthe service portfolio. This 
projection effect applies to both positive and negative reference. BT has 60% ofthe 
Hong Kong market share on the financial dealing room phone system. It helps to 
establish positive experience from the financial sector toward the company, its service 
and its sales force. The target market of International Managed Data Communication 
Service are multinational companies across all industry sectors. References and 
perceived people service qualities come from and usually stay in the IT/Telecom users 
community. 
Customer reference and perceived people service qualities toward Hongkong Telecom 
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can be generated from all oftheir services. Although corporate purchasing decisions 
are more rational and should consider reference from relevant services, perception 
from personal experience and the consumer market style image building will affect 
the outcome ofthe corporate purchase decision. At the end ofthe day, it is human 
who make the decision. 
BT performs better on the dimension "Service Values" than Hongkong Telecom. 
Since this dimension is specific to global managed data service, it is less affected by 
the large service portfolio different of the two companies. This result reconfirms the 
fact that the service coverage and global customer support qualities ofBT is stronger 
than Hongkong Telecom. Price, however, is more difficult to confirm. Pricing is 
sensitive in global managed data service. Price varies on different countries, services, 
service levels, performance guarantees, network sizes and customers. Price often is 
customised to a particular deal. Price is also subjective. Some companies may think 
24-hr customer service is important to them and willing to pay more for the service. 
Other companies may not even notice there is a 24-hr customer service available as 
their business do not require such a service quality. Perceptual Map is powerful as it 
provides a mean to measure perception on such a dimension that is otherwise difficult 
to be compared. 
The other four telecom companies have similar positions on Service Values but differ 
on People Interaction. 
AT&T and Global One have almost identical position on the Perceptual Map. 
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AT&T used to be monopolised telecom operator in USA and is been recognised as the 
world leading telecom Giant. It is a bit of a surprise that it comes behind in People 
Interaction. AT&T mainly sells telecom equipment and provides international voice 
services in Asia Pacific. Its short fall on People Interaction may to due to that its 
global data communication service is sold through different telecom partners in 
different countries and hence the awareness of the AT&T brand name is weakened. 
Global One is ajoint venture between Deutsche Telecom, France Telecom and Sprint 
(A US. telecom companies). Global One established in 1995. The brand name is 
relatively new although its parents have big names and long histories. The service 
portfolio ofGlobalOne is similar to BT, Equant and TMI, mainly on Global Managed 
Data Services. Sprint used to sell the service under their brand name before adopting 
the GlobalOne brand name. 
Equant is the commercial sales force of the SITA group. SITA is a company created 
by an alliance of more than ten international airline companies to be a non-profit 
making organisation to provide telecom services to its parent airlines. However, as 
SITA's global network infrastructure grows and they are much experience in global 
data communication service, they establish a commercial arm Scitor to sell their 
network services to commercial companies. Scitor changed its name to Equant two 
years ago. Relative new brand name may affect their score on People Interaction as 
SITA has long history providing the services and has a large presence in Asia Pacific 
to serve their parent airlines. 
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TMI is an international commercial arm from the Italian telecom carrier Telemedia. It 
is relative new in the Asia Pacific region. They establish the regional headquarters in 
Hong Kong two years ago selling mainly global managed data services. TMI is 
relative new in the global telecom business and the service coverage is weak compare 
to others player. However, they are aggressive on price and willing to undercut the 
market price to gain business. It comes quite naturally that they are low on People 
Interaction. But the perceptual price shows that they are also weak on Service Values 
even they are aggressive on price. 
Managerial Implications 
The perceptual map shows BT is in a very good position in the market. BT's position 
also lay on the ideal vector showing its marketing strategies is sound. Thejob for BT 
Management in Asia Pacific is to go further along the ideal vector and keep watching 
the competition especially from Hongkong Telecom. 
From Product perspective, BT Management should concentrate their effort on 
improving Service Coverage, Customer Support quality and Network Performance. 
These criteria carry more weight than others do when companies make decision on 
buying global data communication services. 
Price has shown its importance in both the Mean Analysis of service attributes relative 
importance and the Factor Analysis with a high factor loading scores. It is the value of 
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the service that bring benefit to the customers. If the customers perceive the price to 
be too high, the Service Values will drop significantly. 
Promotion-wise, Marketing Department should put more effort on public relation to 
affect independent opinions toward BT. They should also organise activities like 
seminars, forums, or entertainment events for the IT/Telecom users community to 
allow positive customer references to be spread. It is very convincing to the 
prospective customers if they can hear from the existing customers how well the BT 
services have served them and have satisfied their business requirement. 
On Distribution perspective, the Account Management Team ofBT is a important 
influence on the People Interaction dimension. It helps to establish a good perception 
toward BT as a whole as they are responsible for all the sales and service issues with 
the customers. 
Although everything looks fine to BT, it is the current market situation this survey is 
measuring. In the fast pace telecom market environment, new competition may 
emerge in a very short time; new telecom technologies may change the rules ofthe 
game and upset the balance of the market. For example, Internet may become the 
common communication platform to replace other more expensive and proprietary 
network platform; Internet may also take-over the IDD market when technologies 
improve the quality, securities and simplicity ofusing Internet. 
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Limitations and Future research direction 
Like every other marketing survey. There are limitations on the survey results. 
The criteria for purchasing global data services are many and may be too many to be 
included into the questionnaire. If too many criteria are included, the effort to get the 
questionnaires completed is large and may annoy the people who fill them. Iftoo few 
criteria are included, the result of the survey may be not specific enough to be useful 
to the management to decide their plan to improve their market position. 
Another limitation is the sample size. The response of this survey is not as large as 
desirable. Due to resources limitation, we cannot send out too many questionnaires 
through fax. In the 100 fax questionnaire sent, only 30 completed questionnaires are 
returned. A lot ofeffort is put in to make sure the questionnaires are completed and 
returned. 
The sampling procedure is not ideal. It is convenient sampling. It is desirable if 
samples are drawn randomly from all the major multinational companies in Hong 
Kong. By using contacts from the BT marketing database, the samples may already be 
biased. Although they may not be BT customers, but they have certainly contacted or 
have been contacted by BT before. From the 30 companies sampled, 16 companies 
have used or are using BT services. Due to Hongkong Telecom large service 
portfolio, 23 out of30 companies have used or using Hongkong Telecom services. 
For every other telecom companies, less than six sampled companies have used or is 
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using services their services. 
The small sample size, imperfect sampling procedure and biased samples may 
contribute to the result why BT and Hongkong Telecom are performing significantly 
better than the other telecom companies. Improvement on these aspects of sampling 






* Company Full Name:  
* Industry Sector / Line OfBusiness:  
* Contact Full Name: Mr / Mrs / Ms / Dr  
* Contact Job Title:  
* Tel no.:  
* Fax no.:  
* HK Office Employee Size: 0-50 / 51-100 / 101-200 / 201-500 / 500 or above 
* Global Headquarters Location:  
* Which of the following services did your company purchase for Data 
Communications? 
2j IPLC (Int'l Private Leased Circuits) / Private Network  
b/ Global Network Services or Managed Data Services | _ _ _ 
(eg. Frame Relay or Packet Services ) 
c/ Public X.25 Packet-Switched Service  
d/ Intemet  
e/ IDD Modem Dial-Up E Z Z Z 
* Which Vendor(s) did your company choose for these services ？ 
AT&T | H K T | Global Equant TMI | B T | Others 
One 
a/ IPLC (Int'l Private Leased Circuits) / Private 
Network  
b/ Global Network Services or Managed Data Services 
( eg. Frame Relay or Packet Services ) 
c/ Public X.25 Packet-Switched Service  
d/ Intemet  
e/ IDD Modem Dial-Up 
* In your company's decisions to purchase the above services, 
what was the HK office's involvement in the decision-making process ？ 
(Circle all that apply) 
Approve / Recommend / No Involvement / Others - specify : 
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• In the last project where you were involved in a decision to purchase Managed Global 
Network Service, how did you compare different vendors to arrive at the final decision ？ 
Please Tick 
We only compare Prices because the Performances of all the vendors 
are similar or the same  
We only compare Performances 
We consider Price to be more important than Performance although we 
look at both ； shortlisted vendors have to fall within an acceptable 
Price range  
We consider Performance to be more important than Price although 
we look at both ； shortlisted vendors have to meet minimum 
Performance requirements  
• Ifyou need to make a decision again to purchase Managed Global Network 
Service next time, will you do the same things as you did last time or will you do 
it differently ？ 
Please Tick 
We only compare Prices because the Performances of all the vendors 
are similar or the same  
We only compare Performances 
We consider Price to be more important than Performance although 
we look at both ； shortlisted vendors have to fall within an acceptable 
Price range — 
We consider Performance to be more important than Price although we 




Purchasing Global Managed Data Services 
Objective 
The objective ofthis questionnaire is to find out what criteria are most important to 
the users when they considering buying global managed data services. The 
questionnaire will also measure users' perception and attitude toward different global 
telecom suppliers on the criteria. 
Instruction 
Please answer every question in the questionnaire according to your impression. Work 
at fairly high speed and not to worry or puzzle over individual items. However, please 
do not be careless as your true impression is what we want to measure. 
Although you may not have used or may not know about the service of some ofthese 
telecom suppliers, please answer the questions according to your feelings and beliefs 
about them. 
When giving your response to the questions: 
Ifyou feel your answer is very closely to one or the other end ofthe scale, please 
mark your response as follow: 
Strongly Disagree | _ X _ | — | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
or 
Strongly Disagree | | | | \_X_\ Strongly Agree 
Ifyou feel your answer is quite closely related to one or the other end ofthe scale, 
please mark your response as follow: 
Not Important At ALL | — | J ^ | — | — | 一 | Extremely Important 
or 
Not Important At ALL | 一 | 一 | — | J L I 一 I Extremely Important 
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Ifyou feel your answer is neutral to the question, please mark your response as 
follow: 
Not Important At ALL | — | — | _ X _ I _ I _ I Extremely Important 
Section I 
In this section, we are going to ask you to rate the importance of ten criteria when you are considering 
buying Global Managed Data Services, like Frame Relay Network Service or X.25 Packet Network 
Services. 
1. How important is the Reputation of the telecom supplier in your decision to choose Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL | — | — | — | _ _ U Extremely Important 
2. How important is the Personal Experience & Peer Reference of the telecom supplier in your 
decision to choose Global Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL 丨__ |__ |__ I I I Extremely Important 
3. How important is the Service Geographical Coverage of the telecom supplier in your decision to 
choose Global Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL 丨 — | — | — | �一 | Extremely Important 
4. How important is the Service Features ofthe telecom supplier in your decision to choose Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL | — | — | — | 一 | �E x t r e m e l y Important 
5. How important is the Network Performance of the telecom supplier in your decision to choose 
Global Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL | — | — | —丨」一丨 Extremely taiportant 
6. How important is the Customer Support Quality of the telecom supplier in your decision to 
choose Global Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL 丨一 |—|—|一丨一 | Extremely Important 
7. How important is the Pro-active Network Management of the telecom supplier in your decision 
to choose Global Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL | — | _ _ | — 1 _ _ | — | Extremely Important 
8. How important is the Network Design Consultancy of the telecom supplier in your decision to 
choose Global Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL | — |一 | — |一丨」E x t r e m e l y Important 
9. How important is the Price Competitiveness ofthe telecom supplier in your decision to choose 
Global Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL | — | — | — | 一 | 一 | Extremely Important 
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10. How important is the Billing Quality ofthe telecom supplier in your decision to choose Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Not Important At ALL | — | — | 一 I I I Extremely Important 
Section II 
In this section, we are going to record you attitude toward AT&T World Partners on 
their performance on the ten service criteria. 
11. AT&T World Partners has a very good reputation and is very experience in 
Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | 一 | — | Strongly Agree 
12. My Personal Experience & Peer Reference on AT&T World Partners Global 
Managed Data Service is very positive. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | _ | _ | 一 | 一 | Strongly Agree 
13. AT&T World Partners has very good Geographic Coverage in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
14. AT&T World Partners has very good Service Features in Global Managed 
Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
15. AT&T World Partners has very good Network Performance in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
16. AT&T World Partners has very high Customer Support Quality in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
17. AT&T World Partners has very strong Pro-active Network Management in 
Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
18. AT&T World Partners has very good Network Consultancy service to 
customers in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | 一 | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
19. AT&T World Partners is very Price Competitive on Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree 丨 一 | — | 一 | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
20. AT&T World Partners has very high Billing Quality in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
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In this section, we are going to record you attitude toward HK Telecom on their 
performance on the ten service criteria. 
21. HK Telecom hasavery good reputation and is very experience in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
22. My Personal Experience & Peer Reference on HK Telecom Global Managed 
Data Service is very positive. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | 一 | — | Strongly Agree 
23. HK Telecom has very good Geographic Coverage in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | _ _ | — | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
24. HK Telecom has very good Service Features in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
25. HK Telecom has very good Network Performance in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
26. HK Telecom has very high Customer Support Quality in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �一 | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
27. HK Telecom has very strong Pro-active Network Management in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | 一 | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
28. HK Telecom has very good Network Consultancy service to customers in 
Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
29. HK Telecom is very Price Competitive on Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | 一 | 一 | Strongly Agree 
30. HK Telecom has very high Billing Quality in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | _ _ | _ | _ | 一 | 一 | Strongly Agree 
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Section III 
In this section, we are going to record you attitude toward HK Telecom on their 
performance on the ten service criteria. 
31. Global One has a very good reputation and is very experience in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | 一 | — | Strongly Agree 
32. My Personal Experience & Peer Reference on Global One Global Managed 
Data Service is very positive. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | 一 | — | Strongly Agree 
33. Global One has very good Geographic Coverage in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
34. Global One has very good Service Features in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
35. Global One has very good Network Performance in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | — | 一 | — | Strongly Agree 
36. Global One has very high Customer Support Quality in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | 一 | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
37. Global One has very strong Pro-active Network Management in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree 丨」 — | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
38. Global One has very good Network Consultancy service to customers in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
39. Global One is very Price Competitive on Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | 一 | 一 | Strongly Agree 
40. Global One has very high Billing Quality in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
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Section III 
In this section, we are going to record you attitude toward HK Telecom on their 
performance on the ten service criteria. 
41. Equant has a very good reputation and is very experience in Global Managed 
Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
42. My Personal Experience & Peer Reference on Equant Global Managed Data 
Service is very positive. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | 一 | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
43. Equant has very good Geographic Coverage in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
44. Equant has very good Service Features in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
45. Equant has very good Network Performance in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | _ | _ | 一 | 一 | Strongly Agree 
46. Equant has very high Customer Support Quality in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree 丨一 | — | — |一 | — | Strongly Agree 
47. Equant has very strong Pro-active Network Management in Global Managed 
Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
48. Equant has very good Network Consultancy service to customers in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
49. Equant is very Price Competitive on Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
50. Equant has very high Billing Quality in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
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Section III 
In this section, we are going to record you attitude toward HK Telecom on their 
performance on the ten service criteria. 
51. TMI hasavery good reputation and is very experience in Global Managed 
Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
52. My Personal Experience & Peer Reference on TMI Global Managed Data 
Service is very positive. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
53. TMI has very good Geographic Coverage in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
54. TMI has very good Service Features in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree 丨一 | — | — |一 | — | Strongly Agree 
55. TMI has very good Network Performance in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | _ _ _ | — | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
56. TMI has very high Customer Support Quality in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �一 | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
57. TMI has very strong Pro-active Network Management in Global Managed 
Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | 一 | — | — | Strongly Agree 
58. TMI has very good Network Consultancy service to customers in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | � | | | | Strongly Agree 
59. TMI is very Price Competitive on Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
60. TMI has very high Billing Quality in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | | | | | | Strongly Agree 
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Section III 
In this section, we are going to record you attitude toward HK Telecom on their 
performance on the ten service criteria. 
61. BT has a very good reputation and is very experience in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | _ _ _ | — | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
62. My Personal Experience & Peer Reference on BT Global Managed Data 
Service is very positive. 
Strongly Disagree | _ _ _ | _ | _ | _ | _ | Strongly Agree 
63. BT has very good Geographic Coverage in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �— | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
64. BT has very good Service Features in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | _ | _ | _ | 一 | Strongly Agree 
65. BT has very good Network Performance in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | — | — | Strongly Agree 
66. BT has very high Customer Support Quality in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
67. BT has very strong Pro-active Network Management in Global Managed Data 
Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | 一 | — | 一 | — | Strongly Agree 
68. BT has very good Network Consultancy service to customers in Global 
Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �一 | 一 | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
69. BT is very Price Competitive on Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | �一 | — | — | 一 | Strongly Agree 
70. BT has very high Billing Quality in Global Managed Data Service. 
Strongly Disagree | 一 | — | — | 一 | — | Strongly Agree 
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